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Abstract: Solar cell power performance is greatly affected by two critical factors ageing and crack. In order to mitigate their
negative effects on the solar system, these cells are to be substituted by new cells, thus, replacing the panels. This study
presents an active crack detection method that detects the cracked cells within a solar string by using AC parameter
characterisation without a need to have a physical inspection. The mathematical module of the solar cell shows that it
constitutes of series and parallel resistors in addition to a parallel capacitor and that their values change by ageing and crack. In
addition to studying the effects of the crack on the solar cell, it is verified by the experiment that the solar cells behave as a
capacitive circuit, and their capacitance increases when the cell gets cracked, getting higher as the crack becomes more
serious. The experiment is extended to investigate the effect of series and parallel PV strings, which are affected by cracked
and partially shaded cells to evaluate their criticality levels. By monitoring the AC parameter of the solar cell and the change of
the capacitance, it is easy to detect the crack when it occurs.
 Nomenclature
Pmpp solar cell power at the maximum power point
Isc solar cell short circuit current
Voc solar cell open-circuit voltage





Isc; n short-circuit light-generated current at the nominal
condition
STC standard testing condition (nominal condition)
Ki temperature coefficient of the short circuit current
T temperature
Tn temperature at nominal condition
G irradiance
Gn irradiance at nominal condition
Vt diode thermal voltage
k Boltzmann's constant
q electron charge
Ns number of series cells
Id diode current
I0 diode reverse saturation current
n ideality factor of the solar cell diode
Ish Shunt resistance current





b constant depends on the solar cell
V j junction voltage
Va applied voltage
A area of the solar cell
ϵ0 permittivity of free space
ϵr permittivity of the solar cell material
ND doping concentration for n region
NA doping concentration p region
Ni intrinsic concentration of electrons and holes for the base
semiconductor
τ minority carrier lifetime.
1 Introduction
With the increasing penetration of solar photovoltaic (PV) in the
energy market, its performance and reliability become critical. PV
panels are considered as relatively reliable components with long
service life as compared with their interfaced power electronics
circuits. Moreover, most of the manufacturers provide a
considerably long term output power warranty, which guarantees
within the warranty period that the output power of the solar panel
would be no <80% of minimum ‘Peak Power Standard Test
Conditions’. For example, Sharp Mono: NURC300 has a warranty
period of 25 years [1], all solar panels from Solar Technology
International Ltd have 20 years [2], etc. However, some recent
work claims that significant power losses are induced by the micro-
cracks due to power mismatch among the cells on the string, which
significantly reduces the power efficiency of the panel and shorten
its lifespan [3]. In some cases, the micro-crack effect outweighs the
power mismatch issue, and it may cause undesirable heat for the
power dissipation regions. This excessive heat may lead to melting
of solder joints and damage of the PV cell. The conclusion is
obtained from 10 PV panels (Panel Model: Romag SMT6 (60)P
PV Modules with 25-year power output warranty) for a seven-year
operation at the University of Huddersfield, United Kingdom [4].
The measured efficiencies of the two degraded panels with defects
are 80.73 and 85.43%, while the efficiencies of other normal panels
are between 97 and 99%. The panel with efficiency at 80.73%
indicates that it is approaching its end-of-life, which is much
shorter than the expected long lifespan.
Based on this concern, the micro-cracks failure mechanisms and
impact are reviewed in [3, 5–10]. The cracks are most likely
generated during the manufacturing, transportation and installation
stages, and the mechanical stress such as snow loads could increase
the possibility to develop a larger crack [5]. It is also mentioned in
[6] that, the direct impact of the micro-cracks on the solar panel is
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limited and no loss occurs when the separation area due to micro-
cracks is under 8%. However, if the inactive area continuously
grows with the cracks to around 12–50%, the power losses increase
almost linearly. Load tests are conducted in [7, 8], aiming at
evaluating the criticality of different types of cracks, and predicting
the losses caused by them and their propagation, respectively. A
high criticality is considered if a crack has high possibility to form
an electrically isolated area of 16–24% potentially in [7]. Results in
[8] indicate that cracks do not necessarily cause electrical isolation,
and loosening of electrical connection can be observed when the
cell is under stress. The connections, however, may be recovered
after the stress is removed for some types of cracks. Both the
results in [7, 8], indicate that cracks occurred in parallel to the
busbar are the most critical ones among several types of cracks,
which not only have high probability to form an electrical
disconnection but also have high degradation percentages. In [10],
an investigation of the impact of the snail trail phenomenon and the
micro-cracks on the solar panels is presented. The study concludes
that micro-cracks play a more significant role in the degradation of
solar panel performance. The decayed panel performs a lower
maximum power point (MPP) than the value indicated in the
datasheet due to reduced generation current.
The aforementioned research reviewed the failure mechanism,
detrimental effects, criticality, and potential risks of cracks on PV
panels. The evaluations in most of the above work in [3, 5–10] are
through using the I–V and P–V curves to indicate the output power
generation capability, which is the static behaviour of PV panels.
An alternative is to use impedance spectroscopy [11–15], which
reflects the dynamic behaviour of a cracked PV panel. In [11], the
dynamic impedance of a PV module is derived and verified, which
shows dependency on bias voltage and frequency. In [12], a
comprehensive PV cell model is proposed, and the cell under
reverse-biased condition is analysed particularly by measuring both
I–V curve and impedance. It is found that the partially shaded or
faulty cell becomes reverse biased and forms a hot-spot which will
degrade the cell performance. In [14], a method which uses
dynamic impedance of a PV string to detect hot spots is proposed.
Changes of high-frequency AC capacitance and low-frequency DC
resistance are compared. In [15], impedance spectroscopy is used
to detect faulty and degraded PV cells, such as mechanical stress
and PV cells with interconnect ribbon disconnection. The Nyquist
plots then compare with the measured I–V curve.
In this paper, the impacts of cracks appeared on PVs are studied
first to get a better understanding of their failure mechanism,
detrimental effects, criticality and potential risks. In this study, the
most common cracked cells are mimicked by six crack scenarios;
then, their effects have been reported. Second, an online technique
to track the cracked cells has been proposed by investigating the
AC parameter of the solar cell in the dynamic regime. The
proposed technique can examine the cracked cell by injecting a
sinusoidal AC signal and monitoring its voltage and current to
measure the phase shift. Third, the extent to which the cracked
cells act on the degraded performance of the PV panels has been
studied. In this paper, experiments focusing on evaluating the
output power performances of PV panel which include cracked
cells are conducted. In addition, the power performance of identical
PV panels, some of which are seriously cracked is presented for a
different panel configuration with and without a bypass diode.
The paper is organised as follows: in Section 2, the cracked
cells are reviewed, and their impact is analysed. In Section 3, the
solar mathematical module is discussed, and its equations are
derived. In Section 4, the proposed cracked solar cells tracking
technique is discussed. In Section 5, the experiment is conducted to
evaluate the performance of PV strings with different connection
methods, followed by the conclusion in Section 6.
2 Review of impacts of different crack types on
PV panel output performances
First, the static behaviour of the PV panel is reviewed in this
section. The basic theory behind the static behaviour evaluation is
that the electrical isolations caused by cracks will change the
optimal operation point of a PV panel, as illustrated in Fig. 1. The
MPP of a normal PV cell is at the top line (blue line). However,
when the cell is cracked, and the crack is large enough to cause
isolation, the point will drop to the lower line (red line). If the
normal PV cells and cracked cells are series connected, the total
output power will drop due to the change of the operation point,
and the cracked panel will operate in reverse-biased condition
which causes a hot spot that may damage the panel.
A series of experimental works are conducted to investigate the
impacts of different crack types on their corresponding output
performances. The measurements are implemented in the
laboratory where the ambient temperature is set to 25°C. A 60 W
solar panel which has 36 cells (Panel Model: Megavolt Solar MS-
M60) is used. The panel is reconfigured to form four independent
strings, with each string having nine cells in series. Due to the fact
that cracks are formed and aggravated through a long operation
period, and not all of the crack types have significant impacts on
the PV panel power generation capacity, artificial cracks are made
in this experiment to mimic those serious decayed cracks. Two
halogen lamps are used to simulate solar radiation. Six cases are
analysed to study the effects of different types of cracked cell on
the output power of the strings. The enlarged photos of a normal
cell and different cracked cells are shown in Fig. 2. The scenarios
are listed below:
(i) One string with no cracks (Fig. 2a): This string generates I–V
and P–V curves under normal working condition, and it is used as a
reference.
(ii) One string with one cell horizontally cracked (Fig. 2b): One
cell in the second string has a hairline cut, and this cut is
perpendicular to the busbar.
(iii) One string with one cell diagonally cracked between busbar
(Fig. 2c): One cell in the third string is cut between the busbar, and
it is at 45°.
(iv) One string with one cell cracked diagonally outside the busbar
(Fig. 2d): This cut is similar to the previous cut, but outside the
busbar (the cell effective area is reduced by 0.25%).
(v) One string with one cell partially cracked between busbars
(Fig. 2e): In this case, two cuts, parallel and close to the busbar are
made. Although the cell is not fully isolated to the busbar, about
half of the cell area is eliminated.
(vi) One string with one cell totally cracked (Fig. 2f): This cut is
similar to the partially cracked between busbars. However, two
more cuts are made to eliminate the whole cell from the string.
The measured I–V and P–V curves of these six cases are plotted in
Figs. 3 and 4, respectively. As can be seen, the worst scenario
happens when a cell is totally cracked, followed by a cell that is
Fig. 1  I–V and P–V curves
(a) Normal panel, (b) Same panel with one cell cracked
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partially cracked. The totally cracked cell means the cell loses the
electrical connection to the busbar while the partially cracked cell
has limited effective area to generate current. Both of these two
cases show a reduced current of the entire PV string. That is
because of the structure of the soler cell. The cell is basically a P–
N junction and the front layer is a negative layer while the back
layer is a positive one. In order to link PV cells in series,
connections are made by connecting the top layer of the first cell to
the bottom layer of the second cell, as shown in Fig. 5. The current
flows between the two layers, hence, any cells have serious cracks
will affect the entire current path. Moreover, temperature in each
case is monitored, to study the potential risk of hot spot caused by
cracks.
Table 1 provides a summary of the maximum power, virtual
power (the short circuit current multiply by the open circuit
voltage), fill factor (FF), normalised efficiency, and temperature of
these six cases. The FF is the most important parameter that
defines the quality of a PV panel. The FF value can be calculated
by finding the ratio of maximum power over the virtual power,
which is used to define the quality of a PV panel as described in
(1). Higher FF value implies higher solar cell quality [5]. The
results have shown that, with the increasing of the seriousness of a
cracked cell in a PV string, the string quality, maximum power
generation capability, efficiency are reduced accordingly. The room
temperature is set to 25°C, and the PV panel is cooled down before
doing the next experiment. The temperature increases possibly due
to the halogen lamps in the first case. And with the increasing of
the serious level of cracks, the temperature rises accordingly. Case
6 shows the string increases to 34°C and the two neighbouring
cells increase to 31°C, which possibly can be developed to a hot
spot.
FF = PmppIscVoc (1)
where Pmpp is the maximum power at the MPP, Isc short circuit
current and Voc is the open circuit voltage.
3 Dynamic PV modelling
The single-diode module [16–18], as shown in Fig. 6a, is the most
commonly used method to find the equivalent circuit of a PV cell. 
In most cases, the PV cells, which are arranged in an array form,
are connected to switch-mode power converters to either track the
MPP or regulate the output voltage. These power converters
increase the harmonics penetration due to their switching
frequency. The appeared ripple causes some dynamic characteristic
for the solar cells. Therefore, the single-diode module becomes less
accurate [19]. The PV cell is, in fact, a p–n junction semiconductor
with parasitic resistances, capacitance and inductance. The large-
signal model is more useful to study the behaviour of the PV cell as
the charge storage at the junction is considered under the power
mismatch that can be caused by the partial shading, ageing,
degradation and cell microcracks [12, 20, 21]. The large-signal
Fig. 2  Enlarged looks of a normal cell and five cracked cells in different
PV strings
(a) No cracks, (b) Horizontally cracked cell, (c) Diagonally cracked cell between
busbar, (d) Diagonally cracked cell outside busbar, (e) Partially cracked cell between
busbar, (f) Totally cracked cell
 
Fig. 3  I–V curves of six different PV strings
 
Fig. 4  P–V curves of six different PV strings
 
Fig. 5  PV cell physical structure
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model shown in Fig. 6b consists of a current source where the
light-generated current Iph is directly proportional to the solar
irradiance, a forward-biased diode Df, a shunt resistance Rsh, a
series resistance Rs and a parallel capacitance Cp. The light-
generated current Iph is given as




where the Isc, n is the short-circuit light-generated current at the
nominal condition (a standard testing condition usually 25°C and
1000 W/m2), Ki is the temperature coefficient of the short circuit
current, T is the tested temperature, G is the tested irradiance and
Tn and Gn are temperature and irradiance at nominal condition,
respectively [13]. According to the diode equations the diode




where k is Boltzmann's constant, q is an electron charge, and Ns is
the number of series cells. The diode current is given as
Id = I0 exp
Vd
nVt




where I0 is the diode reverse saturation current and n is the ideality
factor of the solar cell diode that ranges from 1 to 2. According to




= Vpv + IpvRsRsh (5)
By considering the above equation, the solar cell current is
expressed as
Ipv = Iph − Id − Ish
Ipv = Iph − I0 exp
Vpv + IpvRs
nVt
− 1 − (Vpv + IpvRs)Rsh
(6)
The value of the parallel capacitor changes in accordance with




According to the above study of the solar cell behaviour in the
static regime and its derivative (2)–(7), it is notable that it is not
possible to catch any change in the parasitic capacitance that can be
caused by the solar cells again and degradation. Therefore, the
dynamic regime and associated AC parameters become very
attractive to study and determine the behaviour of the solar cell.
The AC small-signal of the equivalent large-signal model that is
shown in Fig. 6b is depicted in Fig. 7, and its impedance Z is
presented in (8). It is clear that the effect of the parallel capacitor
Cp appears by studying the dynamic regime







The parallel capacitor Cp is the sum of the diffusion capacitance Cd
and the transition capacitance Ct. In fact, these capacitances are
non-linear values depending on the operating point voltage, and it
can give vital information about the solar cell [22]. According to
[22, 23], the transition capacitance is caused by the separation of





V j − Va
= A Nqϵ0ϵr2(V j − Va) (9)
where a constant b depends on the solar cell, V j is the junction
voltage, Va is the applied voltage, A is the area of the solar cell, e is
the elementary charge, ϵ0 is the permittivity of free space, ϵr
represents the relative permittivity of the solar cell material, ND
and NA are the doping concentration in cm3 in the n and p regions,
respectively. The value of the doping concentration, junction
voltage and constant b are defined as
Table 1 Summary of maximum power, virtual power, FF, efficiency and temperature of six different crack types
Case study (one string with nine cells in
series)





normal string, no cracks 3.410 4.216 0.8089 1 27
one cell horizontally cracked 3.343 4.221 0.7920 0.98034 29
one cell diagonally cracked between busbars 3.338 4.195 0.7959 0.97891 29
one cell cracked diagonally outside busbar 3.209 4.043 0.7937 0.94093 30
one cell partially cracked between busbar 2.942 3.722 0.7904 0.86272 31
one cell totally cracked 0.279 0.364 0.7677 0.08194 34
 
Fig. 6  Equivalent circuit of solar pv module
(a) Single-diode module, (b) Large-signal model
 
Fig. 7  AC small-signal solar cell model
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b = A Nqϵ0ϵr2 (12)
where Ni is the intrinsic concentration of electrons and holes for
the base semiconductor. The diffusion capacitance Cd is notable
during forward-bias of the p–n junction, and its value depends on





nkT , ωτ << 1 (13)
where τ is a minority carrier of lifetime. According to [24–26]
minority carrier lifetime is highly degraded by the solar cell ageing
during outdoor exposure. Thus, the electrical parameters of the
solar cell are more likely to change with time. Accordingly, the
cracked and aged solar cell case a change in parallel capacitors
value associated with the solar cell during the dynamic regime.
This behaviour can be used to detect the cracked solar cell, and it
can be achieved by operation the solar cell at a different frequency.
4 AC small-signal to investigate cracked cells
4.1 Experiment setup
The PV modules show non-linear parallel capacitance when it is
connected to high-frequency power converters [12, 19]. In this
experiment, the dynamic behaviour of the normal solar cell is
investigated and compared with a cracked cell to prove that the
crack and ageing affect the solar cell parallel capacitor. Another
objective for this experiment is to prove that the crack diagnosis of
the PV cell can be carried out by investigating the dynamic
performance of the PV cells while it is connected online, without
the need of physical inspection for the solar panels. Fig. 8 shows
the equipment setup for this experiment. 
In this experiment, three of the PV strings that are used in the
first experiment are used with the same cracked arrangements
namely; normal string with no cracks, string with one cell cracked
between the busbar and string with one cell totally cracked. A
function generator is directly connected to the PV module where a
sinusoidal signal at 1 Vp − p and the overall DC offset equals the
voltage at the MPP at 4.7 V, is injected to the PV cells. An
oscilloscope (Tektronix TBS2000) is used to capture the injected
voltage waveform and the reflected current while the frequency of
the sinusoidal signal is swept from 1 Hz to 1 MHz. The solar panel
was arranged in a way that it does not expose to any radiation but
responding only to the injected AC signal.
4.2 Experimental results
The injected voltage and the reflected current waveforms are
captured and analysed while performing a frequency sweep. Fig. 9
shows the waveforms of the injected voltage and the reflected
current for the string with normal cells and the string with one cell
totally cracked at 100 kHz frequency. Results show that the current
leads the voltage which implies that the equivalent circuit of the
solar cell is no longer of purely resistive nature as it is derived in
the single-diode module, particularly when it is connected to
switching power converters. Nevertheless, the waveform implies
that the equivalent circuit of the solar cell behaves as a capacitive
circuit. According to the recorded waveform, the current leads the
voltage by 27° for the normal string while it increases by 11.66° to
become 38.66° for the string with one cell totally cracked.
The solar cell impedance and the phase shift are calculated in
order to obtain the Bode plot. The Bode plot for the three strings is
presented in Fig. 10. It is clearly illustrated from the plot that the
impedance increases for the PV strings with microcracks. This
provides the evidence for the drop of the power generated from the
PV string if there is at least one cell cracked. The phase response
also shows a clear indicator for a cracked string at the resonant
frequency (≈120 kHz). For other scenarios where the normalised
efficiency of the strings is >94% (Table 1), the cracked solar panel
demonstrated small capacitive behaviour.
5 Performance evaluation of PV panel and
system with different connection methods
In order to investigate the effect of the cracks further, and to
confirm that the cracks affect the behaviour of the solar cell
regardless of its brand and manufacture, the previous experiments
(Sections 2 and 4) have been reperformed by using a 20 W solar
panel with 36 cells (Panel Model: Powertech ZM9055). The
experiment results show that the output power performance similar
to the one in the previous experiment. In addition to studying how
the cracked cells affect individual PV string output power, the
following experimental work investigates and compares the
performance of three groups of experiments as described below:
(i) Evaluation of output performances of a normal PV panel, a
panel with two cracked cells and a panel with two shaded cells.
(ii) Investigation and comparison of performances among three
different PV panel strings, namely, two normal PV panels
connected in series, two PV panel connected in series with one
Fig. 8  Experiment setup for testing dynamic behaviour of the solar panel
with and without cracked cells
 
Fig. 9  Waveform for the injected voltage and the reflected current
(a) String with normal cells, (b) String with one cell totally cracked, at 100 kHz
frequency
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seriously cracked panel, and two PV panels connected in series
with one panel seriously cracked and bypass diode is used.
(iii) Investigation and comparison of output performance between
two PV panels connected in parallel and two PV panels connected
in parallel with one panel having serious cracked cells. It is worth
noting that the bypass diode which is adopted to mitigate the crack
impacts is also studied and compared.
The experimental results of the aforementioned three groups are
shown in Figs. 11–13, respectively. As can be observed in Fig. 11,
the detrimental impact of the cracks is more critical than the partial
shading effect when the cells are seriously cracked. In Fig. 12, the
results indicate that the seriously cracked panel clamps the current
of the PV string, and hence, significantly reducing the generation
power. In addition, the extra bypass diode can effectively mitigate
this phenomenon. The results in Fig. 13 show that the operation of
the normal panel is not affected by the cracked one in the parallel-
Fig. 10  PV AC small-signal model bode plot
 
Fig. 11  The performance of one normal panel, one panel with two shaded
cells and one panel with two cracked cells
(a) I–V curve, (b) P–V curve
 
Fig. 12  The performance of two panels connected in series, two panels
connected in series with one cracked, and two panels connected in series
with one cracked and a bypass diode is connected
(a) I–V curve, (b) P–V curve
 
Fig. 13  The performance two panels connected in parallel and two panels
connected in parallel with one cracked
(a) I–V curve, (b) P–V curve
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connected PV string, and the bypass diode is useless with the
parallel connection. However, the overall power is still low.
According to the previous investigation and study, the crack
greatly affects the performers of the solar cell, and it gets greater
when the cells form a string or a panel. When it comes to the solar
system, one panel with a few cracked cells can drop the power
generated by 90%. Even with bypass diode, the power can drop by
60%. Hence it presents an important need to track the cracked cells
to improve the power quality of the solar system.
6 Conclusion
In this paper, the failure mechanism, detrimental effects, criticality
and potential risks of cracks on independent PV strings are
experimentally reviewed by studying the impacts of different crack
types. The results verify that the loss of electrical connection
between PV cell and busbar would cause a great reduction of the
entire PV string power generation capability. Moreover, a crack
detection technique is proposed by studying the dynamic regime of
the solar cell in addition to investigating the AC behaviour of the
normal solar string and the cracked solar strings with different
severities. The result indicates that the fully cracked strings show a
higher resistive and capacitive characteristics at high frequency
than others. The experiment result shows that the current leads the
voltage by 27° for the normal string while it increases by 11.66° to
become 38.66° for a string with one cell totally cracked.
Accordingly, the proposed crack detection technique observing the
change in the dynamic behaviour of the solar panel is regarded as a
promising technique to track the cracked, ageing and shaded cell to
improve overall solar system efficiency and reliability.
A comparison between the series and parallel connected PV
panel strings are given. Bypass diodes are recommended to be
added to the PV panel string to mitigate the current reduction by
the seriously cracked cells. To increase the solar cell lifetime,
improve the solar system efficiency and reliability, the proposed
crack detection method could be implemented by the solar cell
operating converter that may be used for the MPP tracking MPPT,
or output voltage regulation. By detecting the cracked cell, hot spot
will be prevented before damaging the solar cell permanently.
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